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Maggie Koopman first heard about the Jean Noble Parsons Center For the
Study of Art and Science last year. It was while she was interviewing for an
assistant professor position in Eastern Michigan University's Biology
Department.
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Parsons Center showing fruits
of founders' vision

By Amy E. Whitesall

The idea she
came up with on
the spot - to
use plants to
examine how
people have
come up with
the spectrum of
colors in the
world of dyes
- became the
class, entitled
"Botanical Color
and Fiber" she
taught at the
Parsons Center
during May.
It's been a year
since Eastern
BOTANICAL COLORS: Eastern Michigan University
Michigan
students in Maggie Koopman's "Botanical Color and
dedicated
Fiber" class create dyes from plants at the Jean
Parson's $2.1
Noble Parsons Center during May. Students (from
million bequest left} are Aaron Minshall, Melissa Redwood, Megan
(property and
Wiemer and Cristian Chirosca. Since it's been open
cash she gifted the past year, the nature center has been used for
to the
EMU classes and by a guest artist-in-residence who
University) in
is creating a play.
improvements
to the unique
northern Michigan teaching center in Lake Ann. The Parsons Center is
beginning to fulfill its mission, inspiring science and art through nature just
as sculptor and potter Jean Parsons hoped it would.
Fresh off a first year of teaching 120-student lecture classes, Koopman
spent an intensive two-and-a-half days harvesting plants and making dyes
with six students. Using local plants and fibers, the class came up with
approximately 180 different colors, ranging from the subtle green of maple
fl owers to the deep, rich red made from madder root.
The group worked so hard it didn't have the energy to roast the
marshmallows Koopman brought.
"It was phenomenal," said Koopman, who managed to land her class on the
first nice-weather weekend of the spring. "It's a stunning setting. The
buildings are phenomenal. I think the students really enjoyed the
off-campus setting. We essentially stayed in one building and used the
same kitchen to make our dyes and cook our meals . ... It's a great way to
inspire students to see the world from a different perspective outside the
classroom. "
Living its mission as a place that unites nature, art and science, the center
this year hosted choreographer Gretchen Eichberger as its guest artist
in-residence. Eichberger used her residency to create "Chaotic Harmony," a
performance piece celebrating the life of the late Michigan artist, author
and naturalist Gwen Frostic.

Though she didn't live at the center full-time, Eichberger began working
there in January, collaborating with writer Anne-Marie Oomen, who
adapted the script from Frostic's writings, and the Michigan trio, Breathe
Owl Breathe, who created the score. Eichberger spent much of her time
hunkered down in the writer's nook - an intimate space with views of
Ransom Lake - absorbing Oomen's script.
''The area that surrounded the man-made structures was incredibly
inspiring," Eichberger said. "It was the woods, the babbling stream, the
family of deer that walked across her lawn each morning, and the birds that
hopped from branch to branch that provided for a rich and tranquil
environment in which to work."

•n:�;w�m She ended her

residency with a
preview
performance of
"Chaotic
Harmony" in the
Parsons Center
dining hall June
12.

The center itself,
meanwhile,
remains in some
ways a work in
progress. Its new
buildings were
designed with an
emphasis on
sustainability,
ARTISTIC CONVERSATION: During a rehearsal for but much of
the play, "Chaotic Harmony," Gretchen Eichberger caretaker Ann
(center, standing) gives instructions to performers Beaujean's time
(from left) Denise Sica, Hughtir White, Cornelia
over the past
Dhasaleer and Jamiaca Weston. Eichberger's play year has been
focused on
was performed at the Parsons Center June 12.
Photo by John Rice
rehabilitating the
older structures.
She's cleared out
the accumulated stuff of life - cans of old paint, jars of old chemicals
- from Parsons' basement and studio.
She's also worked out day-to-day issues, such as cell-phone reception,
high-speed Internet access and improved ventilation for the composting
toilets - little things that mean a lot in a remote setting. In March, a
contractor planted the green roof on the classroom/studio building. The
EMU Physical Plant has installed fire and burglar alarm systems so that the
buildings, as an extension of EMU, meet the same safety standards as those
on campus.
"All of that says we care about our students and their safety," Beaujean
said. "It's not just an old house. It's a University living facility."
So far, faculty interest in teaching at the Parsons Center has outstripped
enrollment, said Marianne Laporte, head of EMU's Biology Deparment, and
who serves as chair of the Parsons Center's governing board. The center
ended up hosting just one class last summer, due to a combination of
unforeseen personal emergencies and low enrollment. But the center has
already hosted two classes this spring, and a credit-optional writers
workshop scheduled for July has already drawn interest from all over the
country.
A total of 11 classes are planned for this summer, and Laporte said the
board probably will start planning next year's offerings soon. The popularity
of the writers' workshop has the governing board considering more
non-credit options for people who just want to learn something new in a
beautiful environment.
While the center is designed to build interest, it's the people who've
experienced the Parsons Center that remain its best advertisement.

"The people who have gone up there - the faculty and the students - love
it," Laporte said. "That's the other way we'll start building things up,
(through) word-of mouth. There's nothing like people coming back and
saying, 'Wow! You should try it!"'
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Eastern Michigan University can count many "big guns" and "captains of
industry" among its alumni.
Now, it can count a captain in the U.S. Navy in charge of some "big guns."
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EMU graduate continues
successful course with
command of guided missile
destroyer USS Mustin

By Ward Mullens

Scott Tait ('92) was recently appointed the commander of the USS Mustin
(DDG 89), an Arleigh Burk Class Aegis guided missile destroyer.
"We are a
multi-mission
ship, built and
trained to do
air defense,
Tomahawk
strike,

CHANGING OF THE GUARD: Navy Capt. Scott Tait
(back left) salutes during a ceremony, in which
he was appointed commander of the USS Mustin, an
Arleigh Burk Class Aegis missile destroyer. The
former commander (foreground) also salutes. Tait, a
1992 EMU graduate, is responsible for a crew of 319,
including two helicopter detachments.
anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface warfare, vessel boarding and
maritime security," said Tait, 41, of Brighton.
The Mustin, which was commissioned in 2003, is part of the Seventh Fleet
and is permanently deployed in the Western Pacific, with its homeport at
Yokosuka, Japan.
As captain, Tait is responsible for a crew of 319, including two helicopter
detachments.
"Without a doubt, the best thing (about being a commander) is working
with our sailors," Tait said. "It is a great privilege to lead and help develop
these exceptional, diverse, smart and dedicated young people as they
represent our country around the globe."
In his 19 years of service, Tait has been to the far reaches of the globe and
has been involved in many missions, most of which he cannot discuss.
"We can't talk about specific missions, with one recent exception," Tait said.
"The ship was involved with Operation Tomodachi to provide assistance to
the people affected by the March 11 earthquake and tsunami that struck
northeastern Japan. The Mustin went to sea almost immediately after the
earthquake hit and stayed on station for three weeks, delivering relief
supplies to towns along the coast that were cut off from internal support."
Tait and his crew have dangerous jobs and there is no such thing as a
"typical day" aboard ship.

"Going to sea is inherently dangerous and, as a combatant ship, we
understand that we exist to 'go in harm's way,' as John Paul Jones put it,"
said Tait. "But they train us well and our ships and equipment are superb,
so the dangers are mitigated. T hings that we routinely do might seem
insane to people who haven't experienced it: operating helicopters off our
deck in the middle of a storm, or pulling the ship alongside an oiler at sea
with both traveling around 15 mph to take aboard fuel and supplies."
"There is really no such thing as a 'typical' day in this job. It is very
dependent on our operations. Most days at sea, I get up between 0430 and
0500 (4:30-5 a.m. military time), check the ship's navigation and
operations (visit the bridge and the Combat Information Center), then have
a series of meetings and briefs with frequent visits back to the control
centers," Tait said. "If we're doing an operation, I might spend several
hours (or all day/night) on the bridge or in the CIC. I usually turn in around
midnight," Tait said.
Tait said there is one "universal thing" that everyone on board shares.
"The only down side is universal to going to sea and not dependent on your
position: We all miss our family and friends when we're away for extended
periods."
"My wife of 14 years, Mariko, just had our first child, a daughter named
Abigail, last year," Tait said. "Unfortunately, I've only been home for about
two months since the birth. It's particularly hard being away from young
children, since they change so quickly."
Tait said his parents, who live in Howell, have helped ease the separation.
"They have been kind enough to follow us around the world for visits," said
Tait.
Tait said family put him on course for the Navy and have helped him in his
career.
"I always loved being on the water and traveling; and I wanted to do
something that was both challenging and rewarding," said Tait. "My
grandfather was a career sailor, so I grew up with a lot of 'sea stories'
about ships, the sea, dangerous missions and exotic places."
"My father owns a small specialty machine shop in New Hudson, Tait
Grinding Service, where I worked while in high school and college," said
Tait. "Working for him and seeing the very diverse challenges of running a
business was great preparation for running a warship!"
Tait said he has fond memories of
Eastern Michigan University, where he
majored in history.
"Most of them (memories) revolve
around friends. I also remember
several of the faculty fondly," said Tait.
"I still keep in touch with Dr. Phil
Schmitz from the history department.
And I remember fondly my classes
with Dr. Jim Holoka and Dr. Mike
Reed."
After receiving his commission as
ensign from the Naval ROTC program
at the University of Michigan in 1992,
Tait served aboard the USS McClusky
(FFG 41), where he served as
ordnance officer and damage control
assistant. He went on to serve as the
SOMEWHERE AT SEA: The USS navigator of the USS Stump (DD 978)
Mustin, as shown from an aerial during the Persian Gulf deployment.
view at sea.

In 1998, he was assigned to the U.S.
European Command Joint Analysis
Center in the United Kingdom. He returned to sea in 2001 aboard the USS
Cowpens (CG 63), where he served as weapons officer, combat systems

officer, operations officer and air defense officer, deploying in support of
Operations Noble Eagle, Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.
After he served as the Navy's Federal Executive Fellow at Stanford
University's Hoover Institution, he went back to sea as the executive officer
of the USS Hue City (CG 66).
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He is a former dolphin trainer and sailing instructor who's worked as a mechanical
engineer for 15 years. Now, Chris Hiltz plans to teach in Michigan's most needy
schools and prepare students for work in the new economy.
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Top-quality math and
science teachers to be
placed in Michigan's
most needy schools
through fellowship
program at EMU, five
other Michigan
universities

By Geoff Larcom

Hiltz, of Ann Arbor, is among 13 fellows who will attend Eastern Michigan University
as part of the inaugural Michigan class of the highly competitive W. K. Kellogg
Woodrow Wilson Michigan Teaching Fellowship.
In all, 92 fellows will attend EMU,
Wayne State University, Grand
Valley State University, the
University of Michigan, Michigan
State University and Western
Michigan University, the six Michigan
THE WOODROW WILSON
institutions selected for participation
in the program. The fellows, with
Hiltz representing EMU's cohort,
were announced May 12 during a
special ceremony in Governor Rick A FUTURE SPARK: Eastern Michigan
Snyder's office.
University is one of six state institutions of

N,t:,hon�I Frllcwship, Foufldaticn

higher education that will host a cohort of

Recruiting both recent college
recent college graduates and working
graduates and those seeking a
professionals who received W. K. Kellogg
different career, the three-year
Woodrow Wilson Michigan Teaching
fellowship is awarded to promising Fellowships.
educators with strong backgrounds
in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics. Fellows receive $30,000 to pursue a customized master's degree
program that prepares them to teach in high-need urban or rural secondary schools
in seven local districts across the state.

Upon graduating, these fellows will not only be equipped to help the students they
teach, but will represent a cadre of high-quality instructors whose knowledge and
practices will positively affect their colleagues and make a real difference in the lives
of students across the state.
By preparing and placing top-quality math and science educators in many of
Michigan's most underserved public schools, the fellowship program will ultimately
provide nearly 101,000 students with the high-quality level of instruction they need to
contribute to Michigan's renewal and rapidly changing economy and workforce.
"We need great teachers and great teaching to support our development of the
highest quality education in Michigan," Snyder said. ''The teachers in this fellowship
program will bring their much-needed expertise in key disciplines to some of our
schools in which the need is greatest. We want our students to have every
opportunity for success in this global economy. Greater exposure to these key
subjects will provide that foundation."
Hiltz, who received his
bachelor's degree in
1995, and then his
engineering graduate
degree in 2003 from the
University of Michigan
Dearborn, typifies the
broad life experience of
the fellows. He has
served as a Science
Olympiad coach and a
volunteer tutor for
students and adults,

including high-need and
special education.

A FINE FELLOW: Chris Hiltz (center), one of 13
Nelson Maylone, a
fellows who will attend Eastern Michigan University
professor of educational
as part of the inaugural class of the highly
psychology, is serving as
competitive W.K. Kellogg-Woodrow Wilson Teaching
director of the fellowship
Fellowship! makes � few commen� during a spe_cial
p rogram at Eastern. For
ceremony in Gov. Rick Snyder's office May 12. Hiltz,
re than a
of Ann Arbor a'.1d a _ m�chanical engineer for 15 years,
:� lone has ��:�seen
plans to teach 1n M1ch1gan's most needy schools and
EM0's preparation
prepare students for the new economy.
efforts to receive the
fellows.
The group recently completed orientation on campus, and has begun course work.
Maylone said he thinks of all of his education students at Eastern as future master
teachers, but noted the distinctive backgrounds and character of this first group of
fellows.
"They are the most diverse, interesting, intelligent and insightful pre-service teachers
I have ever encountered," Mayl one said. "Most importantly, they share a profound
commitment to urban youth. They will be ready next year to make a significant
impact in Det roit."
The Battle Creek-based W.K. Kellogg Foundation launched the statewide program in
2009 with $18 million in support, reflecting its dedication to innovative education
p ractices and recognition that imp roving teacher quality is the key to raising the level
of learning for a ll students. A similar prog ram exists in Indiana.
Sterling Speirn, president and CEO of the Kellogg Foundation, joined Snyder and the
Woodrow Wilson National Fell owship Foundation in announcing the inaugural class of
Michigan fellows, who we re selected from a high ly competitive pool of 1,500
applicants hailing from a variety of experiences and former careers in math and
science-re lated fields.
"It is critically important to create conditions that prepare children for l ong-term
success and independence, and, in this case, that means surrounding them with
top-notch math and science instructors," said Speirn. "Bringing high-quality teache rs
to our home state's most vulnerable chil dren and school districts honors the
Foundation's commitment to Michigan communities and to systemic education
transformation statewide."
"These Fellows are amazing. Engineers and zookeepers and medical researche rs and
astrophysicists; some in midcareer, others just graduating at the top of their classes,"
said Arthur Levine, president of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
"They al l bring real science and math expertise to the kids who most need strong
teachers."
Founded in 1945, the Woodrow Wilson National Fe llowship Foundation (
www.woodrow.org) identifies and develops leaders and institutions to address critical
national challenges, working through education. The Foundation supports its Fellows
as the next generation of leaders shaping American institutions. It also supports
innovation in the institutions they will lead.
For more information about the Woodrow Wilson Fe llowship, go to
http://www.emich.edu/wilsonfel lowship/.
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State awards $500,000
grant to EMU's Autism
Collaborative Center to
implement innovative
Telehealth model
program

By Pamela Young

Children with autism olten have a difficult time being properly diagnosed or receiving
therapy. Those problems are compounded for disadvantaged families or families
living in rural areas, such as Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
The Autism Collaborative Center (ACC) at Eastern Michigan University soon will be
able to bridge that gap thanks to a $500,000 state grant that will allow the staff to
use the latest technology - a live video stream - to evaluate and treat clients.
A Telehealth model
program allows health
care professionals to
expand care to rural or
disadvantaged families
while reducing travel
time and expenses.
Autism is a complex and �
costly disorder that
results in significant
difficulties in
communication,
socialization, learning
and behavior. The U.S.
Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
(CDC) reports autism
cases in Michigan have
skyrocketed from 4,700 STATE GRANT RECIPIENT: Eastern Michigan
in 2002 to 16,000 in
University's Autism Collaborative Center recently
2010. Treatment for
received a $500,000 state grant that will allow the
children and young
center's staff to use a live video stream to evaluate
adults with autism
and treat clients.
requires intensive
individualized
intervention at an average cost of $50,000 per year.
"Eastern Michigan University is grateful to the Michigan legislature and the Governor's
administration for recognizing the valuable work being done at Eastern's Autism
Collaborative Center," said EMU President Susan Martin. "I especially would like to
acknowledge the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Randy Richardville, Chairman
(Senate Appropriations Committee) Roger Kahn and Lt. Governor Brian Calley for
being advocates for this appropriation. This grant will allow our center's staff to make
their expertise available to more Michigan families."
"EMU's Autism Collaborative Center is an invaluable resource to countless families
dealing with autism throughout southeast Michigan," said Senate Majority Leader
Randy Richardville (R-Monroe). "We determined this was an appropriate avenue to
give their Telehealth program vital support to expand access to the ACC programs to
even more families around the region."
There are numerous rural communities in Michigan where there is no money or
available transportation for consultations, diagnosis or parent support, said Pamela
Lemerand, ACC director and an EMU professor of occupational therapy. In addition,
health care professionals dealing with autism may not have the availability to
increase their skills through professional development opportunities.
"The grant will allow our staff to develop innovative programs, such as using the Web
for support groups for adults with autism; or lending computers, cameras or flip cams
to families," said Lemerand. ''They can tape their child or family member
demonstrating some of the difficulties the person is having at home or in the
community, then return the equipment to the center. Then staff can consult with the

family about possible interventions."
"Every county has an extension office and an intermediate school district," she said.
"We may be able to collaborate with them to serve clients at those sites, and even be
able to set up a little TV studio to conduct group sessions."
Eastern's center, which is non-profit, offers a team of professionals and well-trained
students from various departments, along with services ranging from music therapy
and occupational therapy to speech therapy and dietetics. Sibling support groups and
summer camps also are available. With Telehealth, these professionals can reach out
to others who normally can't take advantage of the center's services.
"Telehealth models are widely used in the health and education fields," said
Lemerand. "The need for a cost-effective program in Michigan, given the
unemployment rate and economic downturn, is clear. This initiative can be a national
model of innovative practices."
For more information, call the Autism Collaboration Center at (734) 485-2892.
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EMU professor,
criminology students
research Wikileaks
controversy

By Geoff Larcom

The recent WikiLeaks controversy represents a crucial step in citizen journalism, and
its portrayal in the media largely depends on the age and ideology of the reporting
newspaper, TV station or online site, a graduate class at Eastern Michigan University
concludes in a recent research project.
The project, entitled "WikiLeaks: Will The Public Remember?" grew out of fast-paced
research this past semester by seven students in criminology professor Gregg Barak's
graduate-level class in "Media, Crime, and Justice." The project has already been
featured on the major research blog, Crime Talk, at http: //www.crimetalk.org.uk/
The controversy stemmed from two confidential, raw
document caches published on the WikiLeaks website in
2010. One is a string of military intelligence reports from
U.S. troops in Afghanistan, dubbed the "Afghan War Diary."
The other was a series of sensitive diplomatic cables from
various government embassies around the world that
described various world leaders in negative terms.
WikiLeaks Founder Julian Assange says that WikiLeaks
"creates a better society for all people ... [producing]
reduced corruption and stronger democracies."
Affected governments predictably take the opposite position,
saying that the leaked documents harm international
relations and can endanger undercover agents.
The EMU project team includes Steven Navarro, Chris
Jenkins, Michele Kuzila, Robert Zaremba, Crystal Muthleb,
Ryan Helms and Michaelena Creamer.
The group sought to explore differences in content and in
issue framing, or what is commonly called "spin," between
long-established media sources, such as newspapers and
magazines vs. new media sources, such as biogs or recently
established TV sources.
Barak said the project is crucial in
that it represents an early attempt by a group of researchers
- notably, students in this case - to conduct a
comprehensive, comparative analysis of media framing of a
new, globally significant communications issue.

Barak

The group also asked if the issue was framed consistently and
negatively enough to create what is called a moral panic - an
overwhelming tide of ethical concern - or whether Assange
was consistently labeled as a "folk devil," a research term that
connotes an evil figure who poses a large-scale danger to
society.

The group examined 360 media pieces from November 2010
to February 2011. Media outlets included The New York Times, The New York Post,
The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street Journal, Time
Magazine, Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report, The Washington Post, liberal and
conservative biogs, MSNBC, FOX, CNN, ACLU Online, and the Lawfare Blog.
Among the group's findings:
• Digital media were much more receptive than television and newspapers to
WikiLeaks. Those who produce and also consume such new media were more
open to such coverage.
• About 77 percent of media entities did not represent Assange as a folk devil,

although nearly half of the content examined depicted Wikileaks or Assange
negatively.
• Nearly half of the 360 data sources relayed a negative tone towards Wikileaks
or Assange. Seventeen percent had a positive tone and the rest were neutral.
• A moral panic was not present, nor was there a media-wide attempt at the
creation of one, despite the fact that deliberately provocative conservative
voices such as Newt Gingrich and Sarah Palin equated Assange's actions with
terrorist threats.
• The tone of new media outlets reflected their conservative or liberal affiliation.
Liberal sources exhibited a pro-Wikileaks stance, noting governing values such
as First and Fourth Amendment rights and the traditional watchdog element of
public-service journalism. Conservative sources olten associated Wikileaks
with a threat to security.
• The EMU group noted how media framing olten produces varied perceptions of
the same event. "In the case of Julian Assange, his sexual assault proceedings
can be presented either as the man who leaked government secrets also
turning out to be a sick, sexual deviant, or as the whistleblower transformed
into a political target, resulting in trumped-up charges at the behest of irate
international leaders," the group's report said.
Along a similar line, Navarro, an EMU student pursuing his master's in criminology,
notes how Barack Obama's administration has been fascinated by the Internet's
potential to challenge the status quo elsewhere, but held no such enthusiasm for its
effects at home.
"President Obama skillfully used You Tube to address the Iranian
and Egyptian people, " Navarro said in an e-mail about the project.
"But the reason the conflict between Wikileaks and the U.S.
government is a crucial event is that, unlike these other functions
of technology to politics, this time the free flow of information is
threatening the establishment with difficult questions.
"And that's not by embarrassing one politician or bureaucrat, but
by exposing systemic details of how America conducts its foreign
and military policies.
"Yet, instead of an honest debate about what the war logs and
cables tell us about how our system works, we have been treated
to a strange and contradictory set of responses."

Navarro

Navarro, who is considering attending law school, said the meaning of the findings
extends far beyond how Wikileaks is regarded. The findings hold particular
relevance, given estimates that, by 2014, about 150 million Americans, or 60 percent
of the U.S. Internet population, will read biogs on a monthly basis, the group noted.
Barak and group members said the project was energizing because of its timing,
immediacy and challenge.
"Finding the right topic was a key," Barak said. "Rather than a tedious project, the

effort became dynamic and animated because the controversy was happening in real

time. "

Kuzila, a master's criminology student who works a s a
sergeant for the Southfield Police Department, said that
quickly trying to analyze and synthesize the data and media
perspectives into a seamless final report tested the group's
scholarly abilities.
"The team worked through these challenges by offering
constructive critiques and produced a product that should
stimulate and foster additional research," she said.

D��:L_..,:_�lf��J Barak said that the project exemplified peer learning,
Kuzila

where the students' interactions and their give-and-take
approach became a natural opportunity for the group to
teach one another.

"It was fascinating to read the last-minute e-mail exchanges of the students and how
they pulled together, despite their different orientations, takes and perspectives,"

Barak said. "It was fun and satisfying to see them grow individually and collectively."
The group concluded that during a time and place where investigative journalism has
almost vanished, Wikileaks has re-energized the trend, yet represents just part of
the citizenry's potential to report on its government.
"The age of transparency is here not because of one international online network
keen to open information and whistle blowing called Wikileaks, but because the
knowledge of how to build and maintain such networks is widespread," Navarro said
in an e-mail describing the project. "This kind of far-reaching transparency is
scientifically feasible. Like it or not, it is a given. Efforts to stop it will fail, just as
efforts to stop file-sharing by killing Napster or Netflix failed."
Given that, the EMU students pointed up the need for more vigorous conversation of
how the Internet can become a truly free public space and a global village where
everybody can articulate ideas and opinions.
The group concluded, "We must transition to an Internet whose core design is really
free of government or corporate power, as decentralized and uncontainable as life
itself."
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Eastern Michigan University 's Forensics team has placed in the top 10 in the nation
every year for the past 40 years.
June 14, 2011 issue
EMU student wins
forensics national
championship for
impromptu speaking

By Ward Mullens

"No other team can say that or even comes close to that," said Ray Quiel, director of
forensics at EMU.
However, one of the few categories in which Eastern Michigan has never had a
national champion is impromptu speaking at the American Forensics National
Championships.
Until now.
Omar Orme, a recent
graduate of EMU, won the
championship for
impromptu speaking at
the competition, which
took place at the
University of Nebraska in
April.
"There have been about
70 national champions
from EMU, but we have
never won this event at
AFA," said Quiel. The last
time EMU had a national
champion was in 2007,
according to Quiel.
"With our (forensics)
tradition at EMU, it blows THINKS ON HIS FEET: Omar Orme (left), recent
my mind that we had
national champion in impromptu speaking at the
never won that event,"
American Forensics Association National
said Orme, 22, of Holt,
Championship, poses with two of his forensics
Michigan. "This would not teammates. Orme, a recent EMU graduate from
have been possible
Holt, Mich., and other competitors were given the
without the entire team.
quote, "Leadership is action, not position." Orme
The team is what helped
decided to disagree with the quote, taking the
me become champion
position that no matter how many actions one took,
because we challenge each it's hard to get people to follow if you are not in the
other and push each
right position.
other. "
The three-day competition featured 80-100 schools from across the nation and
800-1,000 students.
"One of the most difficult things is that you give 30-40 speeches in three days," Orme
said. "It's a sprint! "
Orme competed in several different categories, but reached the finals in impromptu
speaking.
"It's absolutely my favorite event. I really enjoy being able to gauge the audience
and react to what they are doing," said Orme, who won three state forensic
championships in high school.
The preliminaries pair down competitors until there are six remaining in the finals. In
impromptu speaking, each competitor is given a quote and seven minutes to divide
between preparation and performance.
Orme and his competitors were given the quote, 'Leadership is action, not position,'

by Donald McGannon, television pioneer and former president of the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company.
"I decided to disagree with the quote," said Orme. "I argued that no matter how
many actions you take, it's hard to get people to follow you if you are not in the right
position."
Orme had a feeling that he had done better than in the past.
" I had been in the finals before, but never came away thinking that was the best I
could do. I always thought there was something I could have done better, " Orme
said. ''This time, I said, 'I can't do any better than that!"'
There is more forensics in Orme's future. After he gets married this summer, he is
moving to Boston to pursue his Ph.D. in economics at Suffolk University. He also will
be leading the forensic team there.
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"One man's trash is another man's treasure," is more than just a saying for Livonia
native Ryan Bogan, who recently graduated from Eastern Michigan University.
June 14, 2011 issue
EMU student Ryan
Bogan wins $15,000
art scholarship; only
10 given nationwide

By Pamela You ng

Bogan, 23, loves dumpsters and the trash they contain. Aluminum scraps, parts of an
electric typewriter, glass via Is and hinges are just some of the junk he's found and
recycled into award-winning art.
Some people think he's
crazy for his passion for
junk. That passion,
however, has led to
something big. As a
result of his artistic
creativity, Bogan is one
of only 10 young artists
in the United States
and the only one from
Michigan - to win a 2011
Windgate Fellowship
from the Center for
Craft, Creativity and
Design in North
Carolina.
The $15,000 award, one
of the nation's largest
and most competitive
art awards, helps
outstanding graduating
college seniors establish
their artistic practice.
More than 100 students
from 70 universities
applied.

NECKLACE CREATION: Ryan Bogan explains his
necklace creation to a student at the Undegraduate
Symposium in March. Bogan, who recently graduated
from Eastern Michigan University, was one of 10
persons nationwide (the only one in Michigan) to win
a 2011 Windgate Fellowship, worth $15,000, from
the Center for Craft, Creativity and Design in North
Carolina.

"When I heard I won, I didn't believe it at first," said Bogan, who graduated from
EMU in April with a degree in jewelry/metalsmith. "Then I started running around the
apartment with my roommate, giving a primordial scream."
Bogan seems to have wisdom beyond his years and the potential of being a
noteworthy artist, said Gretchen Otto, an EMU art professor who nominated him, and
is an expert metalsmith herself.
"This is a special honor. Ryan competed against more than one-hundred other
applicants, many from art schools with national reputations," she said. "His work is
strong, with a balance between content and craftsmanship. I knew he had a chance
for the competition. It's a tribute to EMU's Art Department to have students work at
such a high level of competency."
Although Bogan has always been interested in art, he admits it took time to decide on
his specialty.
"I like miniature things and I'm fascinated by worthless things, things that people
think are trash," he said. "I can't draw and I tried ceramics. I then had an
eye-opening moment in Dr. Otto's class. I had fought against things until I found this
process and style. My whole work is based on found objects."
Among his works of art are:
• Minks - those furry animals in real life - fashioned out of copper with beaded
hands and bodies fashioned from curlers

• A collared necklace, inspired by Egyptian art. The piece features test tubes
filled with bright red coral, and porcupine hair and quills from what he
describes as road kill.
• Clock parts with pieces of wood and vials designed to be tactile examples of
time.
• Glass, brass beads and parts from a Smith Corona electric typewriter form a
30" x 7" piece called Lorraine, in honor of his mother.
• A piece, "Ultimate Sacrifice," submitted to the Windgate Fellowship, is made of
walnut, aluminum, fly specimens, test tubes, copper, steel pins, a bell jar,
brass pins, nickel, and paper among other items.
"Ryan transforms garbage into intricate and beautifully constructed works dealing
with religion, community and family," said Otto, who helped him prepare for the
fellowship competition.
"My work, "Ultimate Sacrifice," was inspired by my baptism (into the Lutheran
church), where I was able to join many faiths together ..." Bogan said. "It was a year
of reflection of who I was and where I came from. I wanted there to be a different
view on an important event to many, but also be relatable to different faiths."
One of Bogan's pieces earned first place in Eastern Michigan's 2010 Undergraduate
Juried Exhibition, and he presented his work at EMU's 2011 Undergraduate
Symposium, which features scholarly research and creative activities by
undergraduate students.
When he's not fashioning art pieces or digging through dumpsters, Bogan enjoys
volunteering at Elwell Elementary School in Belleville. There, he shows children there
is "more to art than dead 19th-Century white men, where their work goes to two
extremes - either idealized or crazy modern art."
"A lot of it is ignored," he said. "Art tells a story. It's an expression of yourself, and
you can give viewers a positive expression. Kids can then see how to relate to art
more than buying it at Michael's (a craft chain)."
Bogan, who currently lives in Ypsilanti, plans to use his award to buy tools needed to
set up a functioning studio, and to attend several workshops in Maine and Ireland. He
and his friends also dream of establishing an Ypsilanti network of artists as a way of
pooling resources.
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Early College Alliance
scores high marks for
students, helps lower
school districts'
educational costs

By Pamela Young

The Early College Alliance@Eastern Michigan University (ECA), an innovative
educational program, offers struggling school districts a way not only to increase
graduation rates, but also save money and leverage state funding to provide
educationa I options.
The ECA, a consortium of seven Washtenaw County school districts, the Washtenaw
Intermediate School District (WISD) and Eastern Michigan, offers students an
opportunity to earn a high school diploma and college credits from EMU.
"It's an excellent
example of secondary
and post-secondary
collaboration," said
David Dugger, ECA
program director and
director of educational
options for the WISD.
"There is a huge cost
savings by combining
high school and college.
The goal is to provide
relevant and rigorous
educationa I options,
improve student
achievement, and
collaborate with
community leaders, so
students remain in the
state after graduation." AN EARLY START: During her "20th-Century World
History and Geography" course, Jessi Ayers, an EMU
professor of history (standing), discusses the
Ann Arbor, Chelsea,
Holocaust and Nazi Germany with Early College
Lincoln Consolidated,
Milan, Whitmore Lake, Alliance (ECA) students (from left) Breanna Minges,
Willow Run and Ypsilanti Chelsey Day and Cady Turk. The ECA offers high
school students an opportunity to earn a high school
Public Schools are
diploma and college credits from EMU.
participating school
districts, with the WISD
serving as fiscal agent.
It typically takes 115 percent of Michigan's foundation allowance (the per-pupil
amount of state funding by Michigan that pays for school operations) to educate a
high school student, Dugger said.
The ECA @ Eastern Michigan educates its students for less than 100 percent of the
allowance, and students earn up to 60 college credits at no cost to themselves and
their families, according to Dugger. The program currently receives 95 percent of the
state foundation allowance from its seven partner districts and all resources are
committed to educating the student.
"Gov. Snyder has challenged school districts to offer college credit to increase the
number of four-year degrees," Dugger said. "Students can earn their high school
diploma and up to 60 college credits through the ECA. We offer advanced
college-level courses in math, science, social sciences and English for strong,
academically focused students."
Students from partnering districts are chosen through a lottery, so every student is
eligible, Dugger said. They submit an enrollment application in ninth or 10th grade,
and move through the program independently to university course work only after
demonstrating specific emotional, social and academic skills.
ECA instructors also are from the school districts. They specialize in math, science,
social sciences and English, and teach the core ECA classes. They also serve as

academic mentors to a group of students while they are in the ECA program. Eastern
Michigan faculty members teach Eastern's classes.
Basically, there are nearly 400 students and 12 full-time and three part-time staff
members in the ECA @ Eastern Michigan, compared to a traditional public school
program with 400 students and 40 staff members.
"Our staff works with Eastern's faculty to learn what skills students need to be
successful, so they will be prepared for college," Dugger said. "The curriculum also
offers mentors and helps them develop soft skills, such as life management skills, and
how to be a college student. We prepare students to be successful at Eastern
Michigan . "
The U.S. Department of Education recognizes the ECA as a four-plus-one program.
On average, students remain in the ECA program a year beyond high school or more
to complete the program requirements as needed.
Student scores indicate the program is working. ECA students are the best
performers on campus, passing EMU courses with a "C" or better more than 82
percent of the time, according to Dugger. ECA students, on average, score a 23.5 out
of a possible 36 on the ACT. The state average is 19.1.
"Most schools cling to traditional ideas of what education is, even when confronted
with ECA's success," Dugger said. "You have to have the leadership and willingness to
think creatively and believe this is possible.
"Such leadership and support have come from EMU President Susan Martin, Provost
Jack Kay, the Eastern Leaders Group (a partnership between EMU and civic and
private sector leaders), and the WISD. You'd never see this in a traditional public
school. EMU is the only four-year Michigan University with a different mentality."
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A team of Eastern Michigan University students recently won the Information Security
Talent Search at Rochester Institute of Technology in New York.
June 14, 2011 issue
EMU students win
information assurance
competition

By Ward Mullens

Greg Gallaway (Eaton Rapids), Bryan Robinson (Ypsilanti) , Chris Schmitt
(Ypsilanti) , Karl Schuttler (DeWitt) and Zach Zeid (Ypsilanti) composed the team
from EMU, which finished 500 points ahead of the second place team.
"This was our first competition in cyber defense," said Gerald "Skip" Lawver,
coordinator of the program. "And we made a statement that Eastern Michigan
University's cyber defense program is competitive at the national level."
Members of the winning team each received an iPad.
Fourteen teams were given five servers running mail, DNS and file transfer protocol
information. Points were awarded on availability of the services. While protecting
their own information, teams tried to hack each other while protecting their
information from yet another team of industry professionals.
Teams also had to complete several business tasks within a certain time frame.
Lawver said winning has led to an increase in the number of inquiries about EMU's
Information Assurance program.
As a National Security Agency (NSA) Center of Academic Excellence in Information
Assurance Education, EMU's Information Assurance Undergraduate program provides
preparation for an advanced degree in information assurance/security. The program
offers flexibility that prepares the student in an applied professional track, leading to
employment a�er graduation in the IA field. There are four unique concentrations for
students to choose from : IA Management, Applied IA, IA cryptography and Network
Security/Administration.
For additional information about the EMU IA program, go to http://www.emich.edu
/cot/undergrad_ia. htm
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EMU aviation program
lands financial
assistance for veterans

By Ward Mullens

Eastern Michigan University's aviation affiliate, Eagle Flight Center, has been
approved by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs to offer financial assistance for
FAA-approved, flight-training courses through the Post 9/11 GI Bill.
"This has not been a small task. After months of preparation and persistence, we are
proud to be able to offer this to our veterans, " said Alex Bloye, the program's chief
flight instructor.
This approval is part of EMU Aviation's initiative to identify ways to lower the cost of
flight training, and find additional means of funding for its students. In June 2010,
EMU Aviation also became an FAA 141 flight-training facility, another step that helped
lower the cost of the program by 15 percent.
The EMU Aviation Flight Technology Program is the largest collegiate flight-training
program in Southeastern Michigan and is Michigan's only Cessna Collegiate Center, an
association with the Cessna Aircraft Company. Cessna is the world's largest producer
of single-engine piston aircraft.
To learn more about the EMU Aviation Flight Technology Program and the Eagle Flight
Center, call (734) 481-3000 or visit http://www.EMUAviation.com.
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Girls on the Run
program culminates in
SK run at Rynearson
Stadium

By Geoff Larcom

A football field filled with youngsters - a veritable sea of girls wearing green T-shirts,
many with painted butterfly eyes or purple and pink hair. That was the scene at
Rynearson Stadium May 22 as Eastern Michigan University and Girls On The Run
collaborated to stage the program's annual spring SK run.
The run was the
centerpiece of a
morning of fun and
activities for thousands
of area girls and their
parents. The concourse
outside of the EMU
Convocation Center
turned into a staging
area for a variety of
activities before
opening ceremonies on
the field.
"The event was
awesome," said Race
Director Patricia Ball, a
veteran of many
running events and
who has overseen the AND THEY'RE OFF: Young girls react to the starting
�ree Press Marath on
_ _.
gun at the "Girls on the Run" SK event, which took
From the face painting place on campus May 22. The run was the culmination
on th_e concourse to the of a program designed to build confidence and self
openrn g ceremony and esteem in girls. Between 2,700 and 3,000 runners
_
the finish on the
participated in the race.
SO-yard line of
Rynearson Stadium
- with the jumbotron scoreboard reflecting the accomplishment of all participants
- this day was extraordinary, and created lasting and joyous memories for so many."
Ball estimated between 2,700 and 3,000 runners participated, with another 1, 500 to
2,000 spectators. Forty-eight area schools participated in the program.
Girls On The Run is conducted each spring and fall, when a 10-week, character
building program culminates with a celebratory Sk run. The program became so large
that the race component outgrew its former Sk location at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
and was moved this year to Rynearson Stadium.
The program is designed for third through eighth-grade girls. Volunteer coaches use
running to help prepare girls for a lifetime of self-respect and healthy living. Coaches
teach life skills, such as handling bullies, dealing with body image and the media,
making healthy decisions and contributing to the community. The girls train together
for the culminating Sk event.
Eastern Michigan University President Susan Martin and Debbie Dingell, the wife of
longtime area congressman John Dingell, spoke during the opening ceremonies at
midfield.
The two underscored the program's message of self-esteem and empowerment to
young girls. Martin urged the youngsters to enjoy their run through EMU's campus
and added, "Then you can come on back and compete on our track team."
At 10 a.m., Martin and Dingell sounded the starters' horns and sent the group
streaming on its way toward the main campus.
The course ran east, around the intramural softball fields, down Ainsley Street and
looped through the EMU Student Center area. This gave the youngsters and their

parents a good look at the hub of campus.
On their way back to the athletic campus, the runners traversed the Border-to-Border
county bike path. Upon re-entering the stadium, the runners navigated a half lap
around the track before sprinting up the middle of the field to the finish line, which
was decorated under an arch of balloons at the SO-yard line.
Wonder Girl, a gaudily dressed but physically fit character, brought up the rear. Her
job was to make sure nobody was left behind on the course. Thousands cheered as
Wonder Girl ushered the final runners to the finish line.
The event required months of planning. A group of more than a dozen Girls On The
Run officials and EMU administrators met numerous times beforehand to organize the
event's details. During the event, EMU's Department of Public Safety and the staff of
Erich Keil, EMU's director of athletic facilities, offered crucial help.
"It was a very rewarding experience to see two entities, whose mission is education,
collaborate on such an event," said Doug Dowdy, EMU's associate athletic director,
who ran and organized the meetings.
Several people were treated for minor effects of exposure to the heat during the
warm, sunny morning, but these were the only incidents, officials said.
"For a first-time event that brought more than 4,000 visitors to our campus, it was
exceptionally problem-free," Dowdy said.
For more information about the program, see the web site at
www.girlsontherunsemi.org.
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You may be thinking summer has barely even started but, in Ypsilanti, they're
already doing all they can to keep it from ending.
June 14, 2011 issue
Ypsilanti area offers a
variety of summer
events and festivals for
campus, community

By Amy E. Whitesall

The Ton-Up Motorcycle Show and the Orphan Car Show - events that both typically
take place in June - have moved to September, stretching Ypsilanti's heritage and
horsepower-filled slate of summer events well past the traditional end of summer.
The Ton-Up is a motorcycle show and music festival dedicated to European-style
motorcycles built for speed and manuevering. That seemed a bad mix with the street
construction planned on Cross Street during the summer, so organizers at Cafe Racer
in Depot Town moved the show to Sept. 10. The Orphan Car show, meanwhile, was
flooded out of Ypsilanti's Riverside Park last June, prompting a move to chronological
higher ground. Its new Sept. 25 date is about as far from the spring rains as it can
get and still call itself a summer festival.
But there's no need to wait until September. And with free
admission at many events, there's no excuse to stay at
home. Here's a look at some of what's in store:
June 30-July 4: LakeShore Fireworks Celebration
This family community celebration at the LakeShore
Apartments runs five nights, with fireworks June 30 through
July 4. LakeShore Apartments is at the corner of Grove and
Bridge Roads in Ypsilanti Township, with facilities located on
Ford Lake. Festivities include carnival rides, a petting zoo,
music, on-stage entertainment and live sharks. Except for
carnival rides, the event is free. For more information, go to
www.lakeshorecelebration.com.
LakeShore Fireworks July 1-3: Michigan
Camaro Superfest
Celebration
The longest running
all-Camaro event in the U.S. roars back into
Riverside Park, celebrating its 20th anniversary.
The 2011 show welcomes Camaro owners and
Camaro lovers alike. The event features a
Friday night showing of the newly released
movie, "Transformers 3," a Camaro poker run
on Saturday and, of course, hundreds of
restored, unrestored and street-modified
SUPER CARS: The Michigan
Camaros from several states and Canadian
Camaro Superfest roars back
provinces. The show starts at 8 a.m. Friday and into Riverside Park July 1-3.
runs through 2 p.m. Sunday. The event is free.
For more information, call (734) 397-5182 or go
to www.camarosuperfest.com.
July 4: Independence Day Parade
The American Legion and Ypsilanti Jaycees sponsor this Independence Day tradition,
one of Michigan's oldest and renowned celebrations of our nation's independence. The
parade begins at 11 a.m. The route starts at Wallace, heads down Cross Street and
ends in Depot Town at Rice Street. The parade is free. For more information, call
(734) 483-4444.
July 8-9: Michigan ElvisFest
It's all things Elvis at Riverside Park. Elvis
Presley fans - young and old - can enjoy the
talents of National Elvis Tribute Artists. The
event includes a car show, a children's area and

WHOLE LOTTA SHAKIN':
ElvisFest draws tribute artists
from around the country.

some of the best Elvis tribute artists in the
world. Enter the Ypsilanti Meals on Wheels raffle
for a trip for two to Graceland, or enjoy the
Gospel Hour Saturday. The cost is $15 ($13
advance) Friday, July 8; and $20 ($18 advance)
Saturday, July 9. Kids 12 and under get in free.
For more information, go
to www.mielvisfest.org.
July 16: Shadow Art Fair

A juried art fair that showcases local artists, the Shadow Art Fair happens twice a
year - in December and July. The fair features music, beer and 40 artists who
display their work from noon to midnight in the Corner Brewery, 720 Norris St. The
event is free, but a parent must accompany anyone under 21. For more information,
go to http://shadowartfair.com/.
July 22-23: 14th Annual Beer Fest
More than 300 beers are available to taste from more than SO Michigan breweries.
Try 'em all. Admission includes 15 drink tokens, each good for a 3-ounce sample.
Additional tokens are available for SO cents apiece inside the festival. The Michigan
Brewers Association sponsors the beer fest and caps attendance at 5,000 to keep
lines and crowds under control. Attendees must be 21 to enter the festival. Cost is
$30 in advance ($35 at the gate if available) for Friday and $35 in advance ($40 at
the gate if available) Saturday. Designated driver tickets are available in advance
online for $5. For more information, go to www.michiganbrewersguild.org.
July 23-24: Thunder Over
Michigan 2011
The Blue Angels are back. The
Thunder Over Michigan air show
welcomes the U.S. Navy Flight
Demonstration Squadron, better
known as the "Blue Angels," back to
Willow Run Airport for Thunder Over
_
WATCH THE SKIES: The Blue Angels will
M1ch1gan 2011. The event also
be bac k th·1s year to perform durmg
·
Of WWII
boasts the I argest gathenng
·
Thunder Over Michigan 2011 at Willow
heavy bombers in the world. Each
Run A"irport Ju 1Y 23_24 ·
day's show includes a battle
re-enactment. Discounted tickets
are available online. Gates open at 9 a.m. Cost is $30 at the gate, while kids under
16 get in free. Advance tickets are $25 through July 24. Parking is $10 ($5 advance).
For more information, go to www.yankeeairmuseum.org.
August 5-6: Michigan Roots Jamboree
A two-day outdoor music and art festival, the Michigan Roots Jamboree, showcases
the finest roots music talent - from rock to bluegrass, to jazz and funk - the
Midwest has to offer. This family-friendly camping event brings local and regional acts
to two stages in Riverside Park. The Depot Town Community Development
Corporation sponsors the event. Proceeds go to support local parks and improve
community spaces. A single-day ticket costs $15, and a weekend pass with camping
is $50. For more information, go to www.rootsjamboree.com.
August 12-14: U.S. 12 Heritage Trail Yard Sale
The U.S. 12 Heritage Trail spans 212 miles of southern Michigan, stretching from
Detroit to New Buffalo and, of course, passing through Ypsilanti. Michigan's longest
garage sale offers everything from antiques, collectables, furniture, dishware, fresh
garden produce, homemade jams and jellies, live entertainment and interesting
people. Check the website for a garage sale map, which will be updated beginning in
mid-July. For more information, go to www.us12heritagetrail.org.
August 19-21: Ypsilanti Heritage Festival
The Festival Parade kicks off this annual family and
community happening in Riverside Park. An Ypsilanti
tradition, the festival has something for everyone. This
includes historic displays, unique crafts, food booths, a
Nightmare Cruise ugly car contest, rubber duck races

and entertainment stages. This year's theme, "A
Sentimental Journey," celebrates Ypsilanti's World War
II era history. Events run Friday, noon to 8 p. m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; and Sunday, 11 a.m. to
HISTORY LESSON: The
6 p.m. The event is free. For more information, go to
Ypsilanti Heritage Festival
www.ypsilantiheritagefestival.com.
Parade is one of many
events during the city's
August 27: Fire Truck Muster
celebration of its history.
The Michigan Firehouse Museum's Fire Truck Muster
brings 25-30 antique and classic fire trucks to Riverside Park from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Check out vintage trucks from the 1920s through the 1960s, and watch the old
pumpers spray water over the river. Visitors also can get in touch with their inner
firefighter as they take a turn at the fire hose or try on firefighting gear. The event is
free. For more information, call (734) 547- 0663 or
visit http://www. michiganfirehousemuseum.org/.

--=-...

Sept. 10: Ton-Up Motorcycle Show and Music
Festival
More than 1,000 vintage motorcycles and scooters
are expected to roll into Depot Town Sept 10 for
the Ypsi Ton-Up Motorcycle Show and Music
Festival. Celebrating Cafe Racers, custom
motorcycles and scooters of the 1950s, '60s and
'70s, as well as period-inspired music and art, this
event is expected to attract thousands of
enthusiasts from throughout the Midwest. For
more information, check out
http://www.caferacerypsi.com.
Sept. 25: 15th Annual Orphan Car Show
Wander among the automotive dinosaurs hundreds of restored and vintage cars made by
extinct manufacturers like Hudson, Tucker and
Kaiser-Fraiser. The Ypsilanti Orphan Car Show
brings rare cars and automotive history buffs from
all over the country to Ypsilanti's Riverside Park.
The show, hosted by the Ypsilanti Automotive
Heritage Museum, is free to the public. For more
information, go to
http://www.ypsiautoheritage.org/.

REV UP: More than 1,000
vintage motorcycles and
scooters are expected to roll
into Depot Town for the Ton
Up Motorcycle and Music
Festival Sept. 10.

These events occur all summer long.
Downtown Ypsilanti Farmers Market
Open weekly on Tuesdays (2-6 p.m.) from May through October, the market is now
located on Ferris St., between S. Adams and S. Hamilton. Visitors can stop by for
locally grown fruits and veggies, plus jams, jellies, baked goods and prepared food,
and seedlings. The Downtown Ypsilanti Farmers Market represents collaboration
between Washtenaw County Public Health, the Ypsi Food Co-op, MSU-Extension and
Growing Hope. Learn more at http://www.growinghope.net/programs/market.
Depot Town Farmers Market
The Depot Town Farmers Market is located outside the Freighthouse. Find seasonal
fresh produce, plants, meats, baked goods and craft items every Saturday from May
7 until October. The market is open from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Rolling Hills Water Park
The water park is located at Rolling
Hills County Park, 7660 Stony Creek
- Rd., in Ypsilanti. It is open 11 a.m.
to 8 p.m. on weekends and holidays;
and 11 a.m.-7 p.m. weekdays. The
season runs from Memorial Day
through Labor Day. Ride the water
BEAT THE HEAT: Rolling Hills Water Park in slides, catch a wave in the
zero-depth wave pool, float the lazy
Ypsilanti provides a way to cool off during
river and play in the spray grounds.

There's also sand and water play
areas for toddlers, a sun deck and
complete concessions. A standard
daily vehicle pass is $5 for county residents and $9 for non-residents. The weekday
water park entry fee is $6 ($4 alter 5 p.m.) for residents and $8 ($5 alter 5 p.m.) for
non-residents. On weekends/holidays, the cost is $7 for residents and $9 for
non-residents. Those under 3 feet tall get in free. For more information, call (734)
484-9676 or go to http://www.ewashtenaw.org/government/departments
/parks_recreation/rolling%20hills
the summer months.

Crossroads Music Festivals
Enjoy free open-air concerts every Friday night, July 11-Aug. 19, on N. Washington
St. in downtown Ypsilanti. Bands and performers change weekly, but all performances
start at 7 p.m. Opening acts are especially family-friendly, so get out and hang with
the neighbors. The event is free. For more information, go
to www.ypsicrossroads.com.
Depot Town Cruise Nights
Hotrods and classic cars fill East Cross Street every Thursday night from 5-9 p.m.
(unless it rains), with hula-hoop contests for the kids and live music for the adults.
Cruise season runs June 2- Sept. 9. Classic motorcycles are welcome, too. The event
is free. For more information, go to www.depottownforward.com.
Bike Nights
On Tuesday nights from June through September, the streets of Depot Town belong to
motorcycles of all styles and eras during an informal bike cruise that starts around 6
p.m. Cafe Racer Ypsilanti hosts the free event.
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Eastern Michigan University's Indoor Athletic Practice Facility, also known as "The
Bubble," is paying dividends for the University, the community and EMU athletics in its
first year of operation.
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EMU's indoor practice
facility pays dividends
for community,
University athletics

By Ward Mullens

"I think the facility has
been invaluable," said
Derrick Gragg, Eastern
Michigan University's
athletic director. "It is
the first time in EMU
athletic history that our
football team has been
able to do conditioning
and practice in the
winter months without
interruption. We also
have seen
improvement in our
baseball and softball
programs, and the
practice facility has had
something to do with
that. This facility should
help reduce the
competitive advantages
that other programs
have had in the past
and is helping EMU
catch up to other
schools."

INDOOR PRACTICE: Eastern Michigan University's
Indoor Athletic Practice Facility has been invaluable
in allowing six EMU athletic teams to practice during
the winter. In addition, youth soccer (above), Little
League baseball, high school football teams, EMU club
teams and recreational groups have rented the
facility for use. Photo by Debra Ennis

"Everything has gone very smoothly," said Mark Monahan, director of the EMU
Convocation Center, which oversees the indoor practice facility. "Since January, it has
been booked all the time. We have had a ton of youth sports use it."
The indoor practice facility, which cost $3.9 million to build, was inflated during
February 2010. The facility is a permanent air-supported structure that is 410 feet
long, 210 feet wide, and 75 feet tall; and includes a welcome center (1,100 square
feet) and convertible space (86,000 square feet) that can be configured for a football
field, an international soccer field, four youth soccer fields or two youth
baseball/softball fields.
A full-time supervisor and students staff the facility. The facility, located at 150
Westview Drive, is open Monday-Friday, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.; and Saturday and
Sunday, from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. For additional information, go to
http://www.emich.edu/convocation/emu-indoor-practice-facility-information.html or
call (734) 485-5476
Youth soccer, Little League baseball, high school football teams, EMU club sports,
recreational groups and six intercollegiate teams have used the facility since it
opened last year, said Monahan. The six intercollegiate sports that use the facility are
football, baseball, softball, women's soccer, and men's and women's golf.
"It has had a huge impact," said Karen Baird, EMU head softball coach. "As soon as
we played our first game, you could see a difference."
One of the advantages, according to Baird, is players get a much more realistic
experience in the facility than where they were practicing before, in Bowen Field
House.
"It's a facility that allows you to play a game in a much more regular sense," Baird
said. "It gives a truer sense of playing on a regular surface."

The softball team finished the 2011 season with the second highest winning
percentage in EMU softball history, going 26-18.
"It's been fantastic for our league," said Dave York, soccer manager for Total Sports
Complex. "We are able to incorporate more Ann Arbor-based clubs so they don't have
to drive so far to play."
Total Sports Complex runs youth soccer programs - that includes approximately 700
players - in southeastern Michigan and Ohio.
Monahan said there has been one challenge for the facility.
"Parking has been an issue because business is so good," he said.
The facility has 100 spaces, but the volume associated with its use has led Monahan
to request additional parking. Currently, Monahan said that a shuttle service to and
from additional parking at Westview has helped offset the situation.
"We need about SO more spaces," said Monahan. He said there is a proposal to add
additional spaces on a hill near the existing spaces.
Monahan said the facility had netted $325,000 in user fees as of March and is "in the
black." However, he said some utility billing issues are still being worked out so
determining a profit margin is difficult at this point.
"I think it was a great decision by the University," said Monahan of building the
facility. "The community seems pleased. It has been wonderful for the University and
it is paying for itself."
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Cross Street area near
EMU will receive
summer sprucing

By Geoff Larcom

Cross Street, one of the major thoroughfares of Ypsilanti and a main stretch of
commerce adjacent to Eastern Michigan University, is receiving long-needed
improvements this summer that will increase the appeal and usability of the road,
EMU and city officials say.
The Cross Street Non-Motorized Enhancement Project is intended to increase
pedestrian and other non-vehicular movement on the road, while strengthening the
link between EMU, West Cross Street and Depot Town.
Work on the nearly $1 million project began this spring, and plans call for completion
in August, said Tim Colbeck, executive director of the Ypsilanti Downtown
Development Authority.
Work has begun in
Depot Town, and the
project will work I ts
way up to Normal
Street near EMU over
the summer.
"It's transformative,"
said Colbeck of the
project. "(Cross Street)
will look so much better
when it's done."

---

The project provides a
needed spruce-up to an
area that's viewed as
crucial to the EMU
campus environment
and continuing efforts
CROSS STREET WORK : A phalanx of construction
to perk up downtown
barrels surrounds the Depot Town sign while work on
Ypsilanti.
Cross Street takes place. The work is part of the Cross
Street Non-Motorized Enhancement Project. The
"It's taking some areas project's goals are to increase pedestrian and bicycle
that had a negative
traffic on the road, while strengthening the link
image · · · It will wipe a between EMU, West Cross Street and Depot Town.
lot of that out," Colbeck
said.
"These improvements will enhance the West Cross Street area, which serves as a
gateway to EMU and is vital to the local economy," said Leigh Greden, EMU's
executive director of government and community relations.
The project is divided into two parts. The first is on East Cross Street in Depot Town,
from Rice Street east to River Street. The second part stretches from Washington
Street west to Normal Street on West Cross. The improvements will somewhat
mirror the recent improvements along College Place on the EMU campus, Colbeck
said.
Key features of the West Cross Street project include:
• Stamped concrete bump outs, also known as traffic-calming curb extensions,
will be installed at each of the crosswalks, to help delineate the crossing for
pedestrian traffic and bring them up to compliance with the Americans With
Disabilities Act.
• Forty seven new lighting fixtures will be installed along West Cross Street.
• The installation of 74 trees along West Cross Street.
• A new pedestrian crossing on River Street on the east end of Depot Town, near

the entrance of the Ypsilanti Food Co-op, will be installed.
• A variety of rain gardens will be i nstalled to help collect storm water and
im prove drainage in Depot Town.
The city of Ypsilanti provided $156,000 in matching funds for the project, and the
development authority is contributing $86,000, Colbeck said. The rest is coming from
a federal grant administered by the Michigan Department of Transportation.
In addition, The Eastern Leaders Group, a gathering of leaders from the eastern
portion of Washtenaw County, and the DDA, each contributed $15,000 for fac;ade
im provements in several Cross Street Buildings, including The Tower Inn, the former
Magazine Rack building, and Campus Drugs.
For updates on the project, see the DDA web site at ypsilantidda.org.
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Don Loppnow, an Eastern Michigan University professor of social work, was
recently honored with the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Wolverine Human
Services' 24th Annual Awards Banquet and Dinner April 8.
June 14, 2011 issue
Seven to receive Alumni
Award recognition
By Ron Podell
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Don Loppnow
Marti Bomb Js.
L nette Findley
Greg Mathis and
Ahmad Chebbani
Julienna Frost
Eric Stancyk
Matt Conwa
Julie Cassar
Anne Esposito
R. P. White
EMU athletic teams
Courtney Calka
EMU rowers earn
CRCA Academic
All-American status
Terefe Eiigu and
Brycen Spratling
EMU women's track
team members
EMU baseball team
members
EMU softball team
members

Loppnow joined the EMU faculty in 1974 and was named the first
department head when EMU's Department of Social Work was
formed. He served in that role for 15 years. With his leadership,
the department grew dramatically and became known for its
bachelor's degree program in social work. He also developed a
master's program that is offered exclusively on evenings and
weekends for students who work while pursuing degrees. In
addition, Loppnow gained recognition for close connections to the
social work community in southeast Michigan. After spending 15
years in various key administrative roles, including interim
president, Loppnow recently returned to the department as a
faculty member.
Loppnow
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He currently serves on several boards, including Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Washtenaw County, the Ypsilanti Area Community Fund (an affiliate of the
Ann Arbor Community Foundation), Riverside Arts Center Foundation in Ypsilanti and
the Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum.
Wolverine Human Services provides a number of social services, including resident
treatment programs for abused and neglected adolescent males. It combines group
treatment, vocational training, outdoor therapeutic programming and education,
and self-sufficiency.
Marti Bombyk, an Eastern Michigan University professor of social work, was
recently featured in the winter/spring 2011 issue of Girl Scouts Momentum
Magazine.
Because her father was a career officer in the U.S. Air Force, Bombyk went to 13
different schools in four countries before graduating from high school. To provide
stability, Bombyk's mother always made sure Marti had a Girl Scout troop or a Girl
Guide Group to which she could belong.
"I was always the new kid in school," Bombyk said in the article.
''The new kid has it rough. There were always mean girls."
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"Girl Scouts was a built-in community of kind, honorable girls,"
she said. "Wherever we moved, wherever I went to school, Girl
Scouts or Girl Guides were waiting to accept me and to be my
friends."
She described her "fly-up" ceremony from the Brownie level to
Juniors "an important rite of passage."
When Bombyk lived in Thailand, she said Girl Guides, as they
were called there, did not have access to U.S.-made Girl Scout
cookies. So, the group had to secure the services of a bakery to
create their product. She remembers watching the cookies come off the bakery line,
wrapping them in plastic and boxing them.
Bombyk

Her Girl Guide troop was honored to be part of the official welcoming ceremony for
Queen Juliana of the Netherlands, who made an official visit to the king and queen
of Thailand.
"Because I was the gung-ho cookie seller in my troop, the girl who sold the most
cookies, I got to present a box of Thai-baked Girl Guide cookies to the visiting
monarch who was, at the time, the wealthiest woman in the world," Bombyk said.
She said her experience in Girl Scouts and Girl Guides helped her build confidence,

create an identity and made her feel part of a community.
Lynette Findley, Eastern Michigan University's assistant vice president for
retention and student success, was selected to be the state coordinator- elect for the
Michigan American Council on Education (ACE) for 2011-2013. She will move into
the state coordinator position for 2013-2015. The announcement came at the
Michigan ACE Network for Women Leaders in H igher Education Annual Statewide
Conference June 6-7. Findley has served on the organization's board of directors for
the past six years.
Two Eastern Michigan University graduates were recently
named "2010 Michiganians of the Year" by The Detroit
News. The newspaper recognized 11 persons with its
honor.
Greg Mathis, a 1984 EMU graduate and star of the
syndicated television show "Judge Mathis," was recognized
for creating the Prisoner Empowerment Education and
Respect (PEER) Program in 2010. Mathis travles to jails
and prisons nat onwide and works to motivate prisoners to
turn their lives around and to create more awareness of
America's prison system.

Mathis

Mathis himself was arrested a number of times as a
teenager and once served nine months in jail for gun possession, according to The
Detroit News article. As a condition of his parole, he had to have a job and obtain his
GED. H e also promised his dying mother he would turn his life around.
"We go from pri son to prison, and I bring with me all the ex-offender, second-chance
information that they have in their local cities," Mathis said in the article.
Ahmad Chebbani, CEO and president of Omnex Accounting & Tax Services in
Dearborn and co-founder of the Arab-American Chamber of Commerce, was
honored for his efforts to promote understanding of the Arab community.
In addition to serving as an accountant and financial adviser to merchants with a
Middle Eastern background, Chebbani is chairman and co-founder of the American
Middle East Economic Affairs Committee. The committee organizes the U.S.-Arab
Economic Forum that brings together international businesses and leaders to create
business and personal relationships that foster stability, according to the article.
Julienna Frost, an Eastern
Michigan University graduate,
recently authored a pictorial
history book, entitled "Adrian."
The book, which went on sale May
===::9 30, has 114 pages of vintage
photographs that illustrate the
development and growth of Adrian
and Lenawee County during its
first 100 years of its history. Frost,
a history professor at Siena
Heights University, used
photographs from the Lenawee
H istorical Society Museum, Siena
Heights University's archives and
her family's collection. The book is
available from Arcadia Publishing
HISTORY THHOUGH PICTURES: lulienna
at www.arcadiapublishing.com and
Frost, an Eas'tern Michigan University
from retailers.
graduate, rec;ently had her pictorial history
Eric Stancyk, a 2006 graduate of
book, "Adrian," released. Photo by Linda
Campbell
Eastern Michigan University, was
recently named head girls swim
coach at Pionef!r H i gh School. Stancyk, who was on the men's swimming and diving
team at EMU, was the girls' swimming coach at Ypsilanti High School for the past
three years; an assistant for the Huron High School boys' team the past five years;
and a coach at the Dexter Community Aquatic Club.
Matt Conway, a 1996 graduate of Eastern Michigan University, was recently named
Hartland Teacher of the Year. Conway has been physical education teacher at Round
Elementary for the past 15 years.

Julie Cassar, an EMU graduate with a fine arts degree in graphic design, recently
completed her first book, "Adventures of a Nobody: A Memoir of Friendship, Art and
Love." Her book is a collection of life lessons detailing a woman's coming of age
during her college years and was inspired by her own life. Still searching for a
publisher, Cassar is promoting the book through T-shirts and jewelry she has
designed.
To
update
her
followers,
she
has
a
website
at
www.adventuresofanobody.weebly.com and a Facebook page.
Anne Esposito, a former adjunct in EMU's College of Technology, was the subject of
a recent story in Pink magazine. The article focused on the many facets of her life.
In childhood, she began voice and piano lessons at three and entered Ohio State
University when she was 16. She also had a fear of flying and eventually overcame
that by taking flying lessons. This led to a professional career in avia tion. She was a
corporate and charter pilot, the manager of three a irports and the president and
owner of a consulting and a ircraft leasing and management company. She also
worked as a fashion director, a talk show host and ownd an art gallery in London.
Of her diverse background, Espositio said in the article, "Doors opened and I walked
through . "
2010
a
White,
R.P.
graduate
Eastern
of
University,
Michigan
recently won the Rite Aid
Cleveland Marathon May 14
in a time of 2:26:59. I n
winning the 26.2-mile race
by a minute and a half, he
beat out 13,308 other
finishers. At EMU, White ran
on the Eagles' cross country
and track and field teams.
During his senior year, he
the
placed
at
15th
Cross
Mid-American
Country Championship and
seventh in the 10,000
meters at the MAC Outdoor
Field CONQUERING CLEVELAND: R.P. White, a 2010
Track
and
graduate of Eastern Michigan University, crosses
Championships.
the finish line first in a time of 2:26.59 at the
Four Eastern Michigan Cleveland Marathon. White ran cross country and
University
athletic track at EMU.
NCAA
teams
received
Public Recognition Awards
as part of the NCAA's Academic Performance Program. Women's softball, women's
cross country, women's gymnastics and women's tennis were recognized for their
work in the classroom. The awards are given annually to teams scoring in the top 10
percent in each sport with their Academic Progress Rates (APR). Top performing
teams this year had an APR score ranging from 977 to a perfect 1,000, said NCAA
President Mark Emmert.
Courtney Calka, a member of EMU's
named to the 2010-11 Capital One
All-District IV Second Team. Calka, an
marks the first time a member of the
named to the Capital One team, which
Directors of America (CoSI DA).

women's cross country team, was recently
Track and Field/Cross Country Academic
exercise science major, has a 4.0 GPA. This
EMU women's cross country team has been
is named by the College Sports Information

Four members of Eastern Michigan University's women's rowing team were
named to the NCAA Academic All-American squad by the Collegiate Rowing Coaches
Association. Seniors Anamarie Esteva, Jennifer Fox and Oluwatobi Odeleye, along
with sophomore Mary Keenner, received the honor after maintaining cumulative 3.5
GPA averages and competing for the Eagles on a regular basis. Esteva, an exercise
science major, graduated witha 3.68 GPA. Fox, a mathematics major, graduated
with a perfect 4.0 GPA. Odeleye, a biology major, graduated with a 3.56 GPA.
Keener, a history major, posted a cumulative 3.55 GPA.
Terefe Ejigu and Brycen
Spratling,
members
of
EMU's men's track and field

team, received the Most
Valuable Performer and Most
Outstanding Award at the
Conference
Mid-American
Field
and
Track
Championships, which took
place at Northern Illinois
University May 12-14. Ejigu,
a sophomore, captured the
10,000-meter
race
(32: 01.27) and the 5,000
VALUABLE RUNNERS: (from left) John
Goodridge, head coach of EMU's men's track and meters
(15:10.29).
In
addition, he ran the 1, 500
field team, poses with distance runner Terefe
meters in 3: 56. 7 0, good for
Ejigu, sprinter Brycen Spratling and Assistant
third place. In all, he scored
Coach Chris Huffins. Ejigu was named Most
26 points toward EMU's
Valuable Performer and Spratling received the
Most Outstanding Award at the recent Midoverall fourth-place team
finish.
American Conference Outdoor Track and Field
Championships.
Spratling, a freshman,
captured the 400 meters in
a new personal record time of 46.65 seconds. The time was good for 44 th best in
the nation. He also anchored the Eagles' to third-place finishes in the 4xl 00-meter
( : 40 .94) and 4x400-meter relays (3: 17.74). In all, he contributed 22 points for EMU.
Clint Allen was the only other individual winner for the Eagles, taking the 100
meters in 10.34 seconds.
The Eastern Michigan University
women's track and field team
placed five athletes on the All-Mid
American Conference Outdoor
Track and Field Championships
team. Jessica Hemingway (pole
vault), Shantavia Williams (400
meters), Ashlee Abraham (1 00
meters) and Asia Rawls
(400-meter hurdles) won their
individual events and were named
to the first team. Schnell Wishart
made the second team by placing
second in the triple jump with a
leap of 39 feet, 9.25 inches. The
team, as a whole, finished second
and just missed a sweep of the
indoor and outdoor MAC titles. The
team fell by one point - 117.5 to
116.5 - to Kent State.

UP AND OVER: Jessica Hemingway was
one of five EMU women's track and field
athletes who made All-Mid-American
Conference Championships teams.
Hemingway won the pole vault with a
height of 13 feet, 4 1/4 inches. She also
placed 12th at the NCAA Championships in
Des Moines, Iowa.

Hemingway continued her winning
ways, placing first in the pole vault at the East Regionals in Indianapolis May 26. Her
winning vault of 13 feet, 1 1/2 inches topped the field of 48 pole vaulters. As a
result, Hemingway advanced to the NCAA Outdoor National Championships, where
she placed 12th with a vault of 13 feet, 1 1/2 inches.
The Eastern Michigan University baseball team placed three athletes on All-Mid
American Conference teams. Zack Leonard, a senior second baseman, and
sophomore outfielder Ken Battiston were named to the first team while Brent
Ohrman, a junior centerfielder, was named to the second team as a utility man.
Leonard started all 54 games for the Eagles and led the team witha . 368 batting
average, which ranks third in the MAC. He also led EMU with a career-high 50 runs
and 78 hits to go along with 17 doubles, two home runs and 33 RBis. Leonard also
was named to the MAC All-Tournament Team.
Battiston also started every game, posted a .340 batting average and a league-high
3 0 extra-base hits. He led the Eagles in doubles (19), triples (six), home runs (5),
RBis (41) and slugging percentage (.5 53). He also ranked second in runs scored
(49), walks (29) and stolen bases (10).
Ohrman hit .341 with a team-high 19 stolen bases and has 77 hits, fourth-best in the
MAC. He also has hit two homes runs, driven in 36 RBis and scored 46 runs. NOT E :

Statistics are for the regular season only.
Like Leonard, senior pitcher Robert Wendzicki also was named to the All-MAC
Tournament Team. In two tournament starts, Wendzicki went 15 1/3 innings and
logged 227 pitches over the four-day tournament, in which he struck out 12 batters
and walked only two. Wendzicki finished the season with 106 2/3 innings pitched,
the filth-most in program history for a single season. He threw seven or more
innings in eight of his last 10 starts of the season. During that span, he pitched eight
innings or more five times, including a complete game victory over Western
Michigan University April 23.
The Eastern Michigan University women's soltball team placed five athletes on
All-Mid-American Conference teams. Catcher Sarah Gerber, third baseman
Jessica Richards and outfielder McKenna Russ were named to the first team,
while shortstop Stacie Skodinski and pitcher Lauren Wells earned second-team
honors. Wells also was named to the All-MAC Freshman Team.
Gerber, a first-team selection for the second consecutive year, picked off a
conference-leading 11 runners and committed just two errors this season, raising
her career fielding percentage to .988. She batted .381 and knocked in 16 runs.
Richards stole 23 bases in 24 attempts and her .455 batting average ranked fourth
in MAC play. Her 40 runs rank second in the EMU single-season record books.
Russ batted . 423
overall, with 47 hits, 11
doubles, two triples
and 24 RBis.
Skodinski earned
second team honors for
the second time in her
career. She hit .397,
............
- with a team-best .727
slugging percentage.
Her 13 doubles this
season raised her
career number to 43,
matching the EMU
career record set by
SOFTBALL STARS: The EMU women's softball team
landed five players on All-Mid-American Conference Melissa Drouillard in
teams. First-team selections were (from left) Sarah 1996.
Gerber, Jessica Richard and McKenna Russ, and
Wells went 9-4 with a
second-team honorees were Stacie Skodinski and
Lauren Wells. Wells also made the All-MAC Freshman 5-3 record in MAC play.
She fanned 100 batters
Team.
and her 8.02 strikeout
average (per seven
innings) led all MAC hurlers.
Her conference ERA of 2.13 was second best in the MAC, while her 60 strikeouts
ranked fourth in the league. She held conference opponents to a .250 batting
average.
Gerber (3. 70 GPA in special education), Russ (3.36 GPA in communications), and
Skodinski (3.34 GPA in secondary education) also made the Academic All-MAC
Team, along with teammate Jenna Ignowski, a sophomore pitcher with a 3.79
GPA in speech pathology.
Senior pitcher Jaclyn Caro, sophomore second baseman Nellie Coquillard
and senior utility player Lauren Delapaz were named academic honorable
mention for their performance in the classroom.
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Former EMU faculty
member, administrator
Ralph Gilden passes
away at 93

By Ron Podell

Whether it was asking a student about his motorcycle or revitalizing the cheerleading
squad, Ralph Frank Gilden put students first at Eastern Michigan University.
Gilden, a former Eastern Michigan University faculty member and administrator from
1942-82, died May 8 at St. Joseph's Village in Ann Arbor. He was 93.
During his four decades at EMU, "Dean Gilden," as he was known,
was the University's jack-of-all-trades, working in 16 different
offices on campus. He started as a faculty member in the
department of industrial education in 1942.
At various times, he also directed admissions, student activities,
student affairs, the Campus Interact Center, parent relations,
school-college relations, the EMU Parents' Association, Alumni
Relations, and the EMU Cheerleading and Porn Pon Team.
"I would say that he probably was one of Eastern Michigan's
greatest ambassadors," said Gregory Peoples, EMU's ombudsman.
"He truly loved this University and just about everything about it. Gilden
He was asked to serve in a variety of roles during his long tenure
here - from organizing a parents association to interim president - and he was
happy to do so as long as he thought it was beneficial to the Institution."
During his long tenure - which spanned from EMU presidents John Munson to John
Porter - he was invited to and attended more than 180 student weddings. On the flip
side, Gilden was present for student demonstrations during the late 1960s and early
1970s. In one instance, students locked themselves in Pierce Hall and didn't know
they locked Gilden in the building as well.
"They came into my office and told me that I was going to have to leave," Gilden said
in various press reports. "I firmly let them know that I was required to be in the
building and they were not. They were the ones that were breaking the rules. When
they said they would carry me out, I told them that the first one of them that laid a
hand on me was going to be flattened."
"They wound up letting me stay in the building and it was a good thing, too ... I was
able to report to President (Harold) Sponberg their demands and what transpired,"
Gilden said.
Gilden even served as interim president at EMU for six months in 1974, after
then-president Harold Sponberg resigned.
"When the Board of Regents asked me to fill in, I said that I would be honored, but
that I did not want to do the job permanently," Gilden said in the campus press
release written shortly before his retirement. "It was a very gratifying experience for
me and one I'll never forget."
In various news reports, Gilden offered an anecdote of when he served as president,
specifically a budget planning session that went well into the night. According to
Gilden, a heated discussion ensued when two top administrators didn't see
eye-to-eye on the planning process. As the night wore on, the discussion deteriorated
into a full-blown argument that might have erupted into fisticuffs had Gilden not
intervened.
"What I needed was a baseball bat, but I couldn't find one at the time," Gilden said.
"I went into the closet and brought out the old University mace to get their attention.
I let them know that we ought to get down to business."
"They settled down and the budget was completed earlier than it had been in
previous years," Gilden said.

And while he took the helm to help the University, he never aspired for the top job.
"In those positions, you can isolate yourself from the students and only deal with
administrators, policy and budgets," he said in a 1982 article in The Ann Arbor News.
"You begin to see the power plays. I'd like to see more statesmanship. I'm no gofer
for everybody. I treat the janitor and the president the same."
Gilden was most associated with his work in admissions and financial aid, said his
daughter, Kathy Gilden Bidelman, of Ypsilanti.
"That was probably his main thrust of where he liked to be," she said. "He helped so
many students over the years. He helped give them a start. I've heard from many
people who said, 'If it wasn't for Dean Gilden, I wouldn't have gone to college."'
"Ralph Gilden had many fine qualities. One that stands out was his love of EMU," said
Jerry Gilden, who is Ralph's son. "He always believed, first and foremost: get a good
education and make a better life for yourself."
Eric Bidelman, a grandson, took that message to heart.
"His passion for education was one of the first things to rub off on Gavin (Eric's twin
brother) and myself," said Eric Bidelman. "His emphasis there would eventually land
my brother a Ph.D. (the first in our family) and me, a position at one of the top
companies in the world (Google). "
"Ralph Gilden was a n inspiration to all he interacted with, both in academia and his
personal life," said Gavin Bidelman. "He motivated you to perform to the highest
caliber, praising accomplishments while encouraging and supporting you during
challenges."
To help boost school spirit, Gilden started "Wonderful Wednesdays" on campus. As
part of that efforts, he helped set up a watermelon cart, where slices were distributed
to passing students. After discovering chimes and a keyboard stored in the old
president's office in Pierce Hall, Gilden created "Carillon Concerts." Herschel Pyle, an
EMU music professor, performed concerts, using the keyboard, in the carillon tower.
Bob England, director of the Rec/IM, remembers Gilden's musical interest and efforts.
"The chimes at the tower did not work," England recalled. "When he was president,
he got them fixed and they are still working today. All liked him. He was a great
ambassador for EMU."
Gilden, well known for his love of sports, was often seen running on the track, doing
pushups or playing paddleball on his lunch hour. Some of the cheerleaders he
supervised called him the "lean dean" and gave him a baseball shirt with that
moniker. In his younger days, Gilden was a welterweight boxer.
"You get a man on a handball court and you can tell a lot about him you can't tell in a
meeting," Gilden said in the Ann Arbor News article. "Does he cheat, fold or stick to
it? Will he continue to function when he is ill?"
In other efforts to help students, Gilden served as adviser to the Student Council,
Martial Arts Club, Weightlifting Club and cheerleading team. He also started the Porn
Pon squad.
Gilden, himself, was once a student-athlete. He was a 1935 state champion in the
440-yard dash at East Detroit High School and had some offers to run track in
college. He came to EMU, he said, because the head track coach and his wife served
him "a mean plate of milk and cookies."
Gilden was inducted into the E-Club Hall of Fame in 1983.
"He was a track man and excelled in the pole vault," said Jim Streeter, EMU's
assistant athletics director for sports information.
When he retired, Gilden's last position at EMU was as director of alumni relations.
During his time there, he established 19 alumni chapters.
"My goal was to stay here 40 years and to leave while my enthusiasm was still high,"
Gilden said in the campus press release.
After he retired, Gilden was the first person to be granted the title of emeritus dean
at EMU. He remained active in the EMU Alumni Association during retirement,
enjoyed sailing the Great Lakes (competing in the Port Huron to Mackinac race),

fishing, swimming, motorcycling, traveling and even golfed until he was 86. During
retirement, he started a new career in property management. He came back to
serve as grand marshal in the 1982 Homecoming Parade.
Gilden received his master's degree in industrial education from the University of
Michigan and his bachelor's degree in industrial education from Eastern Michigan
University (then Michigan State Normal College). He was a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
Phi Delta Kappa and Iota Lambda Sigma.
Survivors include his wife of 70 years, Pauline; two daughters, Bette Hammond, of
East Lansing, and Kathy Gilden Bidelman, of Ypsilanti; one son, Jerry Gilden, of
Cincinnati, Ohio; four grandchildren and one great-granddaughter.
Cremation was held, and a private service and burial took place at Botsford
Cemetery in Ann Arbor May 12.
A rundown of Gilden's service to EMU, from documents in EMU's Archives, is listed
below:
• Director of Alumni Relations, Associate Director of Alumni Relations,
1981-82
• Adviser, coach - EMU Cheer Team, EMU Pom Pon Team, Weightlifting
Club, Martial Arts Club, 1978-82
• Director of Community Relations , Director of School-College Relations
and special assistant to the vice president for University Relations,
Director of Parent Relations, Director of Interact, 1976-81
• Interim Vice President for Student Affairs, 1975
• Interim President, 1974
• Interim Vice President for Student Affairs, 1970
• Dean of Admissions, Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs, 1965-74
• Dean of Admissions and Student Activities Adviser, Student Council,
1961-65
• Dean of Student Activities, 1958-61
• Director of Admissions, 1957-58
• Associate Registrar, 1955-57
• Associate Professor of Industrial Education, Supervising Teacher,
Roosevelt Laboratory School; Teacher, United States Army Specialized
Training Corps, 1942-55
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The following Eastern Michigan University employees are celebrating anniversaries
during June.
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Fourteen EMU
employees celebrate
service anniversaries
in June

By Jen Hawkins

35 Years
John Edgren, professor, department of
economics (32 years)
Pradeep Chowdhry, associate professor,
department of management (31 years)
Earl Roggeman, auditor/evaluator
graduate records/graduation audit, office
of the registrar (31 years)
Carol Post, secretary, parking (31 years)

25 Years
Charles White, Jr., custodian, custodial
services (25 years)

Roggeman

15 Years
Luis Hernandez, supervisor-parking services, parking (15 years)
Anthony Kendrek, information technology senior analyst-enterprise systems,
division of information technology (15 years)

10 Years
Daniel Burns, program research and analyst assistant, health and human services
(10 years)
Robin Chaustowich, commuter and adult services coordinator, commuter center
(10 years)
Brian Hoxie, director, academic
programs, academic programming
(10 years)
Julie Knutson, director, weekend
extended programs and educational
outreach (10 years)
Lorraine McKnight, assistant
director, career services, College of
Business satellite office (10 years)
John Pribik, custodian, custodial
services (10 years)

Hoxie

Frances Yates, account specialist
scholarships, financial aid office (10
years)
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THIS IS ONLY A T E ST: Eric Ward (kneeling) comforts a number of "tornado victims," including
Susan Campbell (in blue shirt) during a simulated emergency response drill conducted on campus
June 8 by Eastern Michigan University's Department of Public Safety and the Emergency Management
Office. Ward, EMU's wellness coordinator, and Campbell, project officer in the Office of Research
Development, are members of the EMU Campus Community Emergency Response Team (CERT). Other
EMU employees also volunteered to act as victims of the simulated storm incident. The drill took place
to enhance campus readiness in the event of a real crisis. Photo by Deb Ennis
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FROM THE GROUND UP: Chris Lemke, an employee with Tri-County Electric in Ypsilanti, shoots
lighting mounts into the ceiling of a fifth-floor classroom in Pray-Harrold during mid-May. Lemke is a
1998 Eastern Michigan University graduate with a degree in manufacturing technology. The $46
million renovation of EMU's oldest classroom building is expected to be complete for fall 2011.
Renovation includes reconfiguration of the existing space to accommodate additional classroom and
computer lab space; new technology; a new, dedicated electrical primary source; replacing and
modifying the HVAC system; wiring for informational technology; replacement of architectural,
structural, mechanical and electrical systems; and additional upgrades to comply with ADA standards.
The project also includes a glass-encased student commons area on the second floor. The dean's suite
will be relocated from the fourth floor to the second floor. For videos of the construction progress, go
to http:/ /www.emich.edyjvideo/video_subset.php?m= 16 1_0_182 and http:/jwww.emich.edu/video
/video2ubset.plJ.p?m= 16 1_0_183
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M FA EXHIBITION: Molly Marie Nuzzo, an MFA candidate in painting, poses with some of her
oil-on-wood creations, "Noah" (left) and "Cristy" (right), in University Gallery. Her work was
displayed May 23-June 3.
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SPELLING BEE: Students perform a dance number during EMU Theatre's production of "The 25th
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee." Based on the book by Rachel Sheinkin, Ken Stevens directed this
hilarious tale of overachievers' angst, chronicling the experience of six adolescent outsiders vying for
the spelling championship of a lifetime. The musical comedy concluded its run June 1 1 in Quirk
Theatre. For some play highlights, go to http:/ J www.emich.edu/video/index.php?id=P162_recent.
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BUILDING A L E GACY: Gary Evans (left), a recently retired professor in Eastern Michigan University's
Department of Communication, Media and Theatre Arts, was honored for his contributions to the
department during "Building Legacy," a celebration of those who helped build the department over
the years. A peace pole was dedicated in honor of Evans, standing next to his wife, Katie Strand
Evans, and Tom Venner, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, during the June 4 event. The
celebration also included a remembrance of the late Virginia Glasgow Koste, who was part of EMU's
Drama/Theatre for the Young; an alumni dinner, an EMU Theatre performance of "The 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee" and a bash in honor of Sponberg Theatre's 25th birthday.
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The following are news briefs about important activities and events happening at
Eastern Michigan University.
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News Briefs
By Ron Podell
• Fast Track sessions
• GEAR UP volunteers
needed
• Teaching World War
!!
• Bowen parking lot to
be resurfaced
• Books wanted
• U.S. travel study
courses offered
• Inskstains Summer
Writing Camp

• Fast Track sessions: Students, who are
already admitted as first-year students who
plan to attend EMU this fall, need to sign up for
a Fast Track session. During Fast Track,
students will be able to register for fall classes,
learn about EMU's general education
requirements, meet with advising staff about
class schedules, get a photo taken for their
student ID, meet with various campus offices
and learn about financial aid, support services
and housing. Each Fast Track session begins
with check-in at 9 a. m. and ends at
approximately 3:15 p.m. Upcoming Fast Track
sessions are scheduled June 14, 16 and 17;
and July 9. To schedule a visit, call
1-800-468-6368. For more information, go to http://www.emich.edu
/admissions/undergrad/first year/fasttrack.php .
• GEAR UP volunteers needed: EMU GEAR UP is looking for volunteers to
tutor high school level math, science and English classes. GEAR UP is seeking
a minimum of a two-hour, per-week commitment for six weeks beginning
June 30. Volunteer tutors will be placed in classrooms with highly qualified
teachers in Wayne-Westland. Summer school classes are 7:30-9:30 a.m. and
9 : 30-11:30 a.m. Volunteers must provide their own transportation to the
school. If interested in volunteering as a tutor, complete the survey at
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/GEARUP Credit Recovery Program 2011
• Teaching World War II: A
professional development
workshop, "Teaching World War II
With Oral Histories and Primary
Documents from the Library of
Congress," is scheduled Aug. 8-10
at Yankee Air Museum, Willow Run
Airport. The workshop is for
in-service educators, social studies
methods professors and staff at the
Yankee Air Museum. Participants
will be expected to complete an
oral history and develop curriculum
materials using the Library of
WOR �� WAR II HISTORY: The "Yankee
Congress Web resources and to
_
_
Lady, a � -17 Bomber, is on display at
assist in disseminating the
_
_
Run Airpo
Yankee Air Museum at Willow
rt. materials by making presentations
to colleagues. For sample lessons, visit http://memory.loc.gov/learn/lessons
/index. html. Brigid Beaubien, an EMU associate professor of teacher
education, is the project director. Applications must be received no later than
Friday, June 17. To register or for more information, contact Beaubien at
bbeaubi l@emich.edu.
• Bowen parking lot to be resurfaced: The surface parking lot at Bowen
Field House will be closed through July 24 for a total reconstruction of the lot.
Alternate parking for staff and events that normally use the Bowen Lot will be
in the nearby parking structure. For more information or to answer questions,
call the EMU Physical Plant at 487-4196.
• Books wanted: Gently used books are needed for the American Association
of University Women (Ann Arbor branch) Used Book Sale. Proceeds from this

sale will benefit scholarships for EMU students. Drop-off locations are located
in the EMU Foundation front lobby, 1349 S. Huron St.; first floor lounge across
from the bookstore, Student Center; and room 321, Marshall Building.
Please, no magazines, encyclopedias, textbooks, retired library books and
worn or soiled books. Collection will take place now through July 8. The
AAUW Used Book Sale is Sept. 9-11 at Washtenaw Community College. For
more information, visit aauwaa.org or call the EMU Foundation at (734)
484- 1322.
• U.S. travel study courses
offered: Earn up to three
college credits on the road
this spring/summer ( or fall).
Extended Programs offers
domestic travel trips across
the United States: Civil War
Tour, New York Arts
Venture, Pioneer Farms,
Pure Michigan and Colonial
and Revolutionary American
Tour. For more i nformation,
visit
ep. emich.edu/US Travel, or
contact Jen Short at
VIEW FROM THE TOP: Eastern Michigan
487-3229 or
University students gather at Little Round
jen.short@emich.edu.
Top, a key site in the Battle of Gettysburg

during the Civil War. Extended Programs is
• Inkstains summer
Writing camp: The Eastern off':ring domestic travel trips during the
spring, summer and fall terms.
Michigan Writing Project
(EMWP) is pleased to
announce Inkstains, a summer writing camp for middle and high school
students, on the campus of EMU. The middle school writer's camp is
scheduled July 1 1 - 1 5 . The high school writer's camp is scheduled July 18-22.
The camp runs Monday through Thursday, 9 a . m . to 3 p. m . ; and Friday, 9
a . m . to noon. The cost of the camp is $140. For more information or to
request a brochure and application, please contact Kim Pavlock, EMWP Youth
and Fa mily Programs Coordinator, at kpavlock@emich.edu .
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enjoy a lot of things about Eastern Michigan University, but what I enjoy most are the students. The students are
a huge part of my experiences. I especially enjoy when they come up to me after class and they want to discuss an
issue that we talked about during the lecture or, when they want to share some thoughts about something they
came across in the readings. This really motivates and inspires me as an educator.
I came to Eastern in 2002. I came here from Central Michigan University, which was a good fit for me at the time. I
am from Canada, and I was able to gain research and teaching experience here in the U.S. and still stay relatively
close to family and friends. Although I enjoyed my time at Central, I missed the diverse student body and diverse
community, with which I was familiar. I always lived in large cosmopolitan cities, and I was ready to move to a
university where I could have that again.
At that time, EMU was looking for a criminologist specializing in the areas of policing and gender-related issues.
That was a perfect fit for me. I applied and here I am.
I am a professor in the department of sociology, anthropology and criminology. I also teach some cross-listed
courses with Women's and Gender studies. I like the interdisciplinary aspect of my department here. I see it as a
real strength. Having the potential to work and do research across disciplines is a perfect fit for me.
It's very inspirational seeing students wanting to better themselves and work harder. It is so fulfilling and
encouraging. I am proud to be in a department that values teaching, but also has a strong research record. I feel
that teaching and research are interconnected. Bringing examples into the classroom from my own research in the
field makes me a better teacher.
Actually, I have two books out right now. (They are) "Policing and Gendered Justice: Examining the Possibilities"

and "Interrogating Social Justice: Politics, Culture and Identity." I also am currently finishing another one, entitled
"The Complexities of Police Corruption: Gender, Identity and Misconduct," with a release date sometime in 2012.
I want to encourage younger people to see the value of education. Sometimes it's hard to do, with the high
unemployment rate and scarcity of good jobs. (I might hear) a student say, "This is very discouraging. Will I have a
job?" But, our education can serve in many aspects of our lives. I have had a lot of meaningful experiences because
of my education. It has given me privileges I wouldn't have had otherwise. It is a tool that we will use our entire
lives, and in many different ways.
I have been here eight and a half years, and I have never regretted my choice. Eastern Michigan has been a
wonderful experience, and I have been fortunate to meet thousands of students over the years. Not a lot of people
can say that. - Contributed by Jen Hawkins

